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ÅŒkami (Japanese: å¤§ç¥ž, lit. "great god" or "great spirit") is an action-adventure video game developed by
Clover Studio and published by Capcom.It was released for Sony Computer Entertainment's PlayStation 2
video game console in 2006 in Japan and North America, and in 2007 in Europe and Australia. Despite the
closure of Clover Studio a few months after the game's initial release, a version ...
ÅŒkami - Wikipedia
Cover of Okami-san light novel first volume as published by ASCII Media Works
Okami-san and Her Seven Companions - Wikipedia
Hi Linda~ am a Certified Zentangle Teacher (CZT) from class #1 and the Master Class. I can see your
pattern list as a great resource for CZTs who want to focus on teaching unpublished patterns in their classes.
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